
One Day Excursion in Shanghai

Explore the rich history of Shanghai, a city adorned with renowned residences and
captivating historical and cultural landmarks. Immerse yourself in a selection of must-visit
tourist attractions that showcase the city's storied past.

 First Stop: Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street (Approximate Tour Duration: 1 hour)
Nanjing Road, evolving over a span of more than 100 years, showcases an array of
architectural styles. The structures vary in height, feature diverse architectural interfaces,
and even preserve a section of the Riding Floor, a vestige of road widening. Nanjing
Road Pedestrian Street seamlessly combines historical and cultural buildings, crafting a
picturesque promenade that exudes a maritime ambiance throughout the main
neighborhood.

Subterranean Spaces Near the Attractions:
 Nanjing Road East Station (Situated at the eastern terminus of Nanjing Road

Pedestrian Street)
 Shanghai Metro Line 2
 Shanghai Metro Line 10
 People's Square Station (Located at the western terminus of Nanjing Road

Pedestrian Street)
 Shanghai Metro Line 1
 Shanghai Metro Line 2
 Shanghai Metro Line 8
Enjoy a leisurely 10-minute stroll from Nanjing Road to the captivating Exotic
building clusters in the Bund of Shanghai.

 Second stop:Exotic building clusters in the Bund of Shanghai(Tour time about 1
hour)

Nestled within the scenic expanse of the Bund along the west bank of the Huangpu River
in Shanghai stands an iconic piece of architectural history. Stretching from the north at
Waibaidu Bridge to the south along Jinling East Road, covering a total length of 4
kilometers, this locale represents the quintessence of the Bund—a symbolic complex
within Shanghai's architectural heritage.
Noteworthy among the distinguished structures in the Compound of Ten Thousand
Kingdoms are the Asia Building, Profitable Building, Nissin Building, China General Bank
Building, Telegraph Building, and more. These structures hold the status of national key
cultural relics protection units, contributing to the rich historical tapestry of Shanghai.
A Short 8-Minute Stroll from the Exotic building clusters in the Bund of Shanghai to
the Garden Bridge of Shanghai.

 Third stop:Garden Bridge of Shanghai(Tour time about 20 minutes)



The Garden Bridge of Shanghai stands as China's inaugural all-steel riveted bridge and
the sole surviving example of an unequal height truss structure. Revered as a pinnacle of
historical preservation in Shanghai, the Waibaidu Bridge's allure lies not just in its
physical form but in its profound historical significance. It serves as a witness to the
developmental epochs of Shanghai, seamlessly weaving into the tapestry of the city's
history.This iconic bridge transcends its utilitarian function, evolving into an integral
element of the tourist panorama within the modern international metropolis of Shanghai.
Functioning as a trinity of city road, historical landmark, and scenic wonder, the Waibaidu
Bridge encapsulates the essence of Shanghai's multifaceted allure.
Embark on a leisurely 30-minute stroll from the Garden Bridge to reach the
renowned Yu Garden, a testament to Shanghai's vibrant cultural heritage.

Fourth stop:Yu Garden(Tour time about 1 hour)
Yu Garden, distinguished among the five major gardens in Jiangnan, boasts distinctive
artistic characteristics and holds significant research value. Recognized as one of the
most unique private gardens in Jiangnan, it is often referred to as the "City Mountain
Forest." Renowned as "the most beautiful garden in Southeast China," Yu Garden stands
as the sole Ming-style garden in Shanghai.

Subterranean Spaces Near the Attractions:
 Yu Garden Station
 Shanghai Metro Line 10
 Shanghai Metro Line 14


